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“"I just got my slides through for tomorrow for the Transformative Leadership Programme 

and I feel so thankful for all the opportunities I have had from Forthspring. It’s made me think 

about how far I have come and how much I have learned and achieved. Everyone who 

knew me before I joined can see I’m a completely different person. I know I have said it 

before, but I will be eternally grateful for MUMO. I honestly don’t know how I would be today 

without you all, but I know I would not have such a positive outlook for my future. Thank you 

so much’". 

MUMO Parent 

 

Î would like to acknowledge and thank the MUMO Project Team, Project Partners, parents, 

and teachers who supported the collection of data and provided input to consultation 

opportunities within the evaluation process. 

 

 

Jane Turnbull 

Education and Development 

April 2021  
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WHAT MUMO MEANS TO ME 
 

The day I started MUMO 
I was shaking like a leaf 

Although I was really excited 
My anxiety was at its peak 

But I managed to push through 
And I walked through the door 

Which was really very hard for me 
Because I’d never been there before 

As soon as I sat down 
I felt instantly at ease 

Everyone was so friendly 
And very keen to please 
Over the next few weeks 

I settled in really well 
I got on with all the girls 

So I started coming out of my shell 
Within a matter of months 
I felt, this is where I belong 
For the first time in my life 

I knew some of my thoughts were wrong 
I’m not useless or worthless 

And my opinion? It really does matter 
So through the course of time 

My confidence has got much fatter 
I can’t find the words to express 
How much MUMO means to me 
I hope others join and become 

The person they would like to be 
 

MUMO Mum, April 2021 
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CONTEXT 

 

MUMO – Moving Up Moving On – is a five-year project, funded by the Big Lottery’s 

Reaching Out Supporting Families Fund. The aims of the MUMO project, which became 

operational in January 2016, are to:  

• Provide in-school support to pupils at Springfield Primary School and St Clare’s Primary 

School  

• Provide skills-based training, and health and well-being support to parents and families 

• Provide support for children in transition from nursery school to primary school, from 

primary school to post-primary school 

• Provide joint schools’ training opportunities for staff at Springfield Primary School and St 

Clare’s Primary School  

• Help to develop improved relationships between schools, families and Forthspring and 

the wider community.  

 

The project team comprises a project manager, two children’s support workers (CSW), two 

family engagement workers (FEW) The FEW’s are based at Forthspring, on the Springfield 

Road in west Belfast. The project works in partnership with the two primary schools – St 

Clare’s Primary School and Springfield Primary School – with a CSW based at each school. 

Relate NI delivers family counselling for parents and children referred by the project team 

and the primary schools. Representatives from the primary schools and Relate NI are 

members of the MUMO partnership group. 

 

In August 2016 Jane Turnbull, a community consultant and proprietor of Education and 

Development, was appointed to undertake a formative and summative evaluation of the 

MUMO project.  

 

Throughout the year meetings take place between the external evaluator and the project 

manager, the director of Forthspring, MUMO project staff as appropriate, and with the 

MUMO partnership group. This is the tenth MUMO evaluation report, with two evaluation 

reports delivered each year. The final evaluation report draws on the information gathered 

during meetings, data collation and analysis from evaluation tools, interviews with 

stakeholders, and a MUMO parent survey.  
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EVALUATION APPROACH 

 

The overall aim of the evaluation is to provide the MUMO project team and partners with an 

independent evaluation and review based on evidence collected throughout the project; and 

to understand and demonstrate:  

• How the project is meeting objectives and outcomes 

• The extent to which the service is meeting the needs of the service population 

• Potential services changes, opportunities and developments identified through 

observation, analysis and discussion.  

 

The evaluation process takes into account the project aims, objectives, outcomes, and 

outputs; and reflects and reviews the extent to which these have been met. The formative 

evaluation reports and conversations offer the opportunity for critical reflection; recording 

and presenting not only what is working well; but also, where things are not going as 

planned and challenges experienced by the project team.  

 

The overarching aim of the evaluation process is to provide a comprehensive assessment of 

the extent to which the MUMO project is meeting objectives, achieving outcomes and 

effecting positive change for children, parents, and families. The evaluation reports present 

examples of what has worked well, and what the project beneficiaries and other 

stakeholders most value. The evaluation reports describe and assess the effectiveness of 

the process as well as the outcomes and impact.  

 

Data collected and analysed throughout the evaluation process includes: 

• Primary data: data collected through questionnaires, interviews and focus groups 

designed and adapted specifically for the evaluation study 

• Secondary data: data previously collected and recorded by other organisations or 

researchers providing a useful source of information for the evaluation 

• Quantitative data: presenting numerical information: an analysis of data collected by the 

project team in relation to the MUMO project 

• Qualitative data: recording personal reactions, feelings, impressions and processes, 

collected through the questionnaires, interviews and focus groups with beneficiaries and 

other stakeholders.   

 

All data collected has been reviewed and analysed in accordance with the evaluation plan 

agreed with MUMO project manager. Where possible data has been triangulated – ie 

feedback has been gathered from people with different perspectives about various elements 

of the project development and implementation.  
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MUMO PROJECT OVERVIEW  

 

The MUMO project has five overall aims: 

• To provide intense, focussed support for children in schools to improve confidence, 

enthusiasm and attitudes to learning via CSWs 

• To provide supportive, caring, joined up and aspirational family support via FEW’s 

• To develop relationships between schools, community groups and Forthspring 

• To offer access to activities, including after-school and holiday activities 

• To strengthen and up-skill MUMO staff / volunteer team. 

 

The project is working towards four core outcomes, agreed with the Big Lottery Fund1.  

 

 MUMO Outcomes 

I Children make a positive transition from nursery to primary school, through primary 

school and from primary into post-primary school.  Children approach learning with a 

positive, confident and enthusiastic outlook. 

2 Families will be engaged with education and learning and will have developed 

educational aspirations and goals. 

3 Improved relationships between school, family and community with an increased 

engagement of families in education and learning. 

4 Emotional wellbeing will be raised/improved due to the provision and support 

provided to families and individuals, including access to specialist counselling. 

 

Interventions and programmes delivered in St. Clare’s and Springfield Primary Schools by 

the CSWs include: 

• Small group support in numeracy, literacy, phonics 

• Lego therapy 

• Lunchtime nurture groups 

• Speech and language 

• Mindfulness 

• One-to-one support for children 

 

The role of the FEW’s, delivered at Forthspring, in schools, and across the community, 

includes: 

• Targeted family interventions for identified vulnerable families 

• Developing and delivering programme of activities for parents  

• Working with existing services and partners to share information with parents and 

connect with them 

• Developing a range of accredited learning opportunities (in partnership) for parents to 

engage with 

                                                      
1 Initially three outcomes were identified; but eight months into the project the Big Lottery Fund concurred with the 

proposal from the project that a fourth outcome be added; which explicitly addressed the outcomes sought for 
parents and families. 
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• Working with current Forthspring and community teams to enhance and increase the use 

of the building 

• Working with specialist agencies to promote awareness and training for parents and 

families. 

 

A range of activities and interventions are delivered by MUMO at Forthspring, including:  

• Programmes offering formal and accredited training opportunities for parents  

• Family Matters, a monthly afternoon for parents and children 

• Exercise sessions  

• A Summer Scheme for children (in August). 

 

Children and parents may be referred for counselling sessions, delivered by Relate NI.  

 

In 2019 a group of MUMO parents was established as the MUMO Advisory Parents group 

(MAP).  

 

Since March 2020, and the introduction of Covid-19 restrictions and lockdowns, MUMO has 

responded to the need to develop and deliver programmes in a different way. Using social 

media (including Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Zoom) the team has been delivering 

physical activities, creative challenges, baking days, wellbeing sessions, and other one-off 

opportunities for children and families to engage and feel supported, and together despite 

lockdown.  

 

Following an application from the MUMO project manager, the National Lottery Community 

Fund awarded MUMO additional funding in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.  In March 

2021, MUMO was informed that the application for a three-year project, building on the work 

of MUMO was successful. The funding has been awarded by the National Lottery 

Community Fund People and Communities programme, and allows for a seamless transition 

to the new programme. 
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 MUMO QUANTITATIVE DATA: JANUARY 2020 TO MARCH 2021  

 

The tables below present the different programmes and interventions delivered under each 

of the four MUMO outcomes from January to June 2020. The number of unique users 

(children and adults) across all MUMO programmes is presented after the tables. 

 

Outcome 

one 

Programme Jan 2020 to 

March  2021 

Children make 

a positive 

transition from 

nursery to 

primary 

school, 

through 

primary school 

and from 

primary into 

post-primary 

school. 

Children 

approach 

learning with a 

positive, 

confident and 

enthusiastic 

outlook 

 

Springfield Primary School 

Friendship Group 7 

One-to-one support groups 3 

Lego therapy  8 

Lunchtime nurture groups for those who lack confidence or 

who have complex behavioral needs P3 to P7 

17 

Numeracy support  11 

P1 support – fine motor/letter names 5 

Referral from family engagement worker (additional 

support after counselling intervention) 

2 

P7 transition group 7 

Games and social group 10 

Reading group 3 

Key worker children’s support 11 

St. Clare’s Primary School 

P7 targeted numeracy and literacy support groups (all year 

groups as required)  

119 

P3, P4, P5, P7 lego therapy  8 

P4, P5, P6, P7 lunchtime nurture groups for those who 

lack confidence or who have complex behavioural needs  

9 

Special one to one support for children from P6 and P3 

with additional needs during lockdown 

2 

Walking challenge 109 

Mindfulness groups 85 

Team building groups 85 

Other activities 85 

Key worker children’s support 11 

Transition events  

Transition drumming workshop with P7s 85 

Transition singing workshop with P6s 75 

 Teacher training  

 Teacher training (resilience) 25 
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Outcome 

two 

Programme Jan 2020 to 

March 2021 

Families will be 

engaged with 

education and 

learning and will 

have developed 

educational 

aspirations and 

goals 

MUMO Tuesday women’s group 12 

Housing Rights session 12 

Family Matters  13 adults 

23 children 

Give it a Go (health taster sessions) 36 

Massage mornings (x2) 27 

Hallowe’en felt art activity 12 

Hallowe’en activity packs 12 

Five Steps to Wellbeing programme (accredited at 

OCN levels one and two) 

28 

 

Outcome 

three 

Programme Jan 2020 to 

March 2021 

Improved 

relationships 

between school, 

family and 

community with 

an increased 

engagement of 

families in 

education and 

learning 

Family Matters (also included in outcome two) 13 adults 

23 children 

Cooking after school’s – with families from 

Springfield Primary School 

4 adults 

4 children 

Volunteer sessions (delivering luncheon club) 8 

MUMO Advisory Parents – MAP 13 

Summer Scheme 

(four parents; 38 children) 

42 

Parents sewing masks for children 6 

 

 

Outcome 

four 

Programme Jan 2020 to March 

2021 

Emotional 

wellbeing will be 

raised/improved 

due to the 

provision and 

support provided 

to families and 

individuals, 

including access 

to specialist 

counselling 

Autism NI support group 20 

Parent counselling sessions with Relate 66 

Children’s counselling sessions with Relate 266 

Give it a Go (health taster sessions) (as overleaf) 36 

Pilates 16 

Walking group 15 

Body Politics (creative writing course) 8 

Legs, bums, tums 11 

Zumba 37 

Massage morning (as overleaf) 27 

Number of older people attending lunch provided 

by MUMO volunteers 

25 
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MUMO Lockdown Supports 

Lockdown Supports Parents Children 

Bake Off challenges January-June 20 38 

Bake Off challenges July-December 5 5 

Cupcake activity March 2021 11 13 

Healthy eating activity March 2021 10 22 

MUMO Get Moving challenges January-June 5 2 

Get Moving Get Viewing walking challenge: July 2020 9 18 

Steps walking challenge Jan-March 2021 16 0 

August challenge: wax crayon art 13 27 

Sensory bottle challenge 15 17 

Online worry doll activity March 2021 - 20 

Dream catcher Easter activity March 2021 - 20 

 

Lockdown Supports 

Art and craft activities/cooking on Facebook/Instagram 

5 June-2 July 2020 

 

Post reach: 2,827 

Post engagements: 

1,674 

New page likes: 22 

63 followers with 171 

post on page 

Telephone calls from family engagement worker 179 

BE KIND bags 12 

Lockdown food hampers 17 

Christmas packs from school/local business 8 

Christmas hamper through EWO 1 

Family Support Hub Christmas/food packs//devices/vouchers 18 

Updates on school information 19 

Online seminar: Mind Your Covid Head 2 

Online seminar: Self-care 4 

Online seminar: self-care, yoga, storytelling 18 

You, Me and Tea 11 

Shared reading workshop 2 

MUMO Christmas packs 30 

Baby bags via Family Support Hubs 3 

Covid emergency packs 3 

Munch Bunch Lunch Club 13 

Pilates  9 

Aerobics 14 

Zumba 34 

Box-fit/boxercise 17 

Sustrans health promotion activity 9 
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Organisational and support meetings 

Meetings January 2020 to 

March 2021 

Pastoral care meetings at St Clare’s Primary School  2 

Pastoral care meetings at Springfield Primary School  1 

Nurture room meetings (St. Clare’s) 1 

Partnership group meetings 7 

MUMO team meetings 26 

Children’s support workers and MUMO project manager  17 

Family engagement workers and MUMO project manager  14 

Forthspring director with MUMO project manager 4 

Forthspring team leaders’ meetings 33 

Greater Shankill Family Support Hub 10 

Greater Falls Family Support Hub 8 

Inclusive Quality Mark St. Clare’s Primary School support 1 

CES meetings: Networking 1 

CES meetings: inputting into ‘capturing the learning’ report 2 

MUMO team evaluation meeting 3 

MUMO team planning day 1 

Other 3 

 

Referrals 

• Three tier 2 referrals from Springfield Primary School   

• Six tier 2 referrals from St. Clare’s Primary School  

• Two tier 2 referrals from Greater Shankill Family Support Hub   

• Five tier 2 referrals from Greater Falls Family Support Hub 

• One new parent referred during lockdown (self-referral) 

 

Unique Users 

The majority of users engaged in more than one intervention or Programme. From January 

2020 to March 2021 MUMO engaged with: 

• 463 parents  

• 24 vulnerable children/key worker’s children supported intensively in two schools 

during lockdown 

• 74 children’s interventions at Springfield Primary School  

• 611 children’s interventions at St. Clare’s Primary School  

• 223 children accessed MUMO opportunities at Forthspring/via zoom 

• 107 children engaged with Lockdown activities 

• 25 teachers attended resilience training delivered by MUMO 
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MUMO Team Training 

 

Family Engagement Workers 

• VTCT level two and three combined Diploma in Personal Training; level two circuits 

and bootcamp instructor 

• Food and Mood (Northern Ireland Public Health dieticians) 

• Fact or Fiction Food Myths (Northern Ireland Public Health dieticians) 

• Neglect Awareness Levels one and two 

• Domestic violence workshop (Women’s Aid) 

• Walking for health (walk leader) training 

 

Children’s Support Workers 

• Counselling Children and Young People Level 3 (Online Learning College)  

• Essential Skills ICT2 

• Resilience and self-care workshop for community workers 

• Resilience tools for community workers to work with children   

 

Project Manager 

• Web training (Wordpress) with Highly Digital 

• Food and Mood (Northern Ireland Public Health dieticians) 

• Walking for health (walk leader) training 

• Resilience training (Hip psychology) 
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 FOR VULNERABLE AND DISADVANTAGED FAMILIES 

 

The Covid-19 crisis impacted on the delivery of face-to-face programmes to children, young 

people, parents, and families. MUMO is very aware that those living in disadvantaged areas, 

and with low incomes faced additional difficulties, and are likely to continue to do so in the 

short to medium term future. The Children’s Society briefing2 stated “whilst impacting on 

every child in the country, COVID-19 is likely to have a particularly pernicious impact on 

children and young people already living in poverty in the UK”. The Lancet3 reported that 

school closures “could have detrimental social and health consequences for children living in 

poverty and are likely to exacerbate existing inequalities”. 

 

The Sutton Trust Report4 highlighted that: “The poorest children are likely to be the most 

impacted by time away from the classroom”. Key findings about the impact of the pandemic 

for children living in disadvantaged areas include that children have a lack of access to 

electronic devices and to the internet for learning, fewer than 1 in 4 children in their class are 

returning work they have been set and teachers from the most deprived schools are more 

than twice as likely to say that work their students are sending in is of a much lower quality 

than normal. The report recommended that additional support for children from 

disadvantaged backgrounds should be put in place (when it is safe to do so), either before 

other pupils are back, or alongside the resumption of normal lessons. 

 

A report published in April 2020 by Stranmillis University College5 notes that whilst for some 

children, the lockdown will have had no negative impact; for others it will have stalled or 

regressed their learning. The report highlighted that some children will take time to re-adjust 

to the routine and discipline of the formal school environment; and some, sadly, will also be 

dealing with the emotional and practical consequences of family illness or bereavement as a 

result of the pandemic.  

 

It has been reported that whilst Northern Ireland has recorded the fewest deaths due to 

Covid-19 than anywhere else in the UK, the highest numbers of deaths have been in 

disadvantaged areas in Belfast (five times higher than in County Tyrone for example). The 

children and families with whom MUMO work live in one of the most disadvantaged areas of 

west Belfast, and it is likely that many will have experienced the negative impacts of the 

Covid-19 virus first-hand. The infection rate in the most deprived areas in Northern Ireland 

(379 cases per 100,000) was nearly 40% higher than the Northern Ireland average rate (272 

per 100,0006). Whilst young people were generally less susceptible to Covid-19, there is a 

greater likelihood that young people from disadvantaged areas have felt the impact of Covid-

19 closer to home (families, friends, or neighbours) than those from affluent areas. 

                                                      
2 https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/sites/default/files/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-children-and-young-people-

briefing.pdf 
3 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/article/PIIS2468-2667(20)30084-0/fulltext 
4 https://www.suttontrust.com/our-research/covid-19-and-social-mobility-impact-brief/ 
5 https://www.stran.ac.uk/left-to-their-own-devices-the-inequality-of-homeschooling/ 
6 https://www.cdhn.org/health-inequalities-and-covid-19-
ni?fbclid=IwAR2gIHKfyI2qIeuGUKSlXirfvAHuiu7VMJC2H4Ri_G3tBLFR_UixhCTCszk 

https://www.stran.ac.uk/left-to-their-own-devices-the-inequality-of-homeschooling/
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Robin Swann’s Mental Health Plan (May 2020)7 notes under Theme 5 that: “The pandemic 

has brought with it a myriad of unprecedented challenges for children and young people. 

Closure of schools, academic uncertainty, restricted contact with support networks and 

increased exposure to social media … are all likely to have an adverse effect on the mental 

health of children and young people both now and in the future”. Include Youth8 highlights 

the negative impact of the Covid-19 crisis on the emotional wellbeing of children and young 

people; and that a range of supports are required to mitigate as much as possible for the 

damage that the pandemic has done to young lives. The National Children’s Bureau 

Reconnect publication9 (13th May 2020) highlights the importance of ‘reconnection’. 

Throughout the Covid-19 crisis, the MUMO team has maintained contact with children, and 

families through regular telephone and social media contact. This has provided “a significant 

start on this process of reconnection” as “every contact leaves a trace” (quotes from the 

NCB Report). Research also highlights the importance of parental and family supports 

during the pandemic, which links directly to socioeconomics10. 

 

Tackling educational disadvantage and inequalities, in addition to addressing emotional 

wellbeing are core to the outcomes of MUMO. Research has already evidenced that there is 

every likelihood that the lockdown resulting from Covid-19 will impact negatively in terms if 

widening the education gap. There has been much research undertaken in NI and globally 

about the impact of Covid-19 on children and young people. There is little doubt that the 

current lockdown has the potential to increase this achievement divide even further11. In 

addition to the impact on emotional wellbeing, Stranmillis research notes “due to the prosaic 

hodgepodge of educational opportunity, those who are already most educationally 

disadvantaged are likely to fall even further behind their peers through no fault of their own”.  

 

Research into the impact of Coronavirus highlights: 

• The digital divide – with young people in less affluent homes having to share a device on 

which to home-school with others in the family (parents and / or siblings); and the 

differential in hardware and software. 65% of UK students have access to digital online 

platforms - though there is a steep socio-economic gradient to this.  When looking at 

economically disadvantaged students, access falls to just over 40% which is alarming 

given that over 70% of their more advantaged peers have access12.  

• Young people with additional needs or who do not enjoy the social aspects of school 

may be relishing home-schooling and lockdown; however, this cohort will find it even 

more difficult to return to school this autumn13. 

                                                      
7 https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/health/mh-action-plan-plus-covid-response-plan.pdf 
8 https://www.nicva.org/article/covid-19-and-young-
people?utm_source=eNews+weekly+bulletin&utm_campaign=21909ba111-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_11_01_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3f6979e667-
21909ba111-323037969 
9 Reconnection, Recovery and Realisation of Full Potential in Education, Deidre McAliskey 
10 http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/cepcovid-19-001.pdf 
11 https://www.stran.ac.uk/left-to-their-own-devices-the-inequality-of-homeschooling/ 
12 http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/cepcovid-19-001.pdf 
13 Excluded Lives: Harry Daniels, Ian Thompson, Jill Porter, Alice Tawell and Hilary Emery, Department of 

Education, University of Oxford, June 2020 

https://www.nicva.org/article/covid-19-and-young-people?utm_source=eNews+weekly+bulletin&utm_campaign=21909ba111-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_11_01_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3f6979e667-21909ba111-323037969
https://www.nicva.org/article/covid-19-and-young-people?utm_source=eNews+weekly+bulletin&utm_campaign=21909ba111-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_11_01_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3f6979e667-21909ba111-323037969
https://www.nicva.org/article/covid-19-and-young-people?utm_source=eNews+weekly+bulletin&utm_campaign=21909ba111-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_11_01_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3f6979e667-21909ba111-323037969
https://www.nicva.org/article/covid-19-and-young-people?utm_source=eNews+weekly+bulletin&utm_campaign=21909ba111-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_06_11_01_26_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3f6979e667-21909ba111-323037969
http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/cepcovid-19-001.pdf
https://www.stran.ac.uk/left-to-their-own-devices-the-inequality-of-homeschooling/
http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/cepcovid-19-001.pdf
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• Schools and the wider education sector need to provide more pastoral and mental health 

support for pupils who have suffered neglect, abuse, anxiety or bereavement during the 

pandemic. 

• The exacerbation and widening of educational inequalities of young people from 

disadvantaged areas, those in receipt of FSME, and the vulnerable and at-risk14. 

 

“MUMO has played a crucial supporting children and parents during the 

lockdowns. I am aware that they have delivered counselling support through 

phone and zoom calls, online craft and cooking activities, online physical activity 

classes, and supports in many ways for struggling parents”. 

Primary School Vice Principal 

 

 

Feedback from parents in the following sections includes data about how MUMO has 

supported families during lockdown. The next section also correlates some of the data with 

the Parent NI Report, launched in February 2021.  

 

Increasingly, MUMO is developing an advocacy role. MUMO recently made submissions to 

the consultation on educational underachievement and to the consultation on the draft 

mental health strategy. MUMO also wrote a blog for Participation and the Practice of Rights 

on digital rights: https://www.nlb.ie/blog/2021-03-covid-19_home-

schooling_and_reclaiming_digital_rights. Over the period of the new grant, MUMO is hoping 

to campaign around the issue of housing poverty and distress in west Belfast. 

 

  

                                                      
14 https://epi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EPI-Policy-paper-Impact-of-Covid-19_docx.pdf 

https://www.nlb.ie/blog/2021-03-covid-19_home-schooling_and_reclaiming_digital_rights
https://www.nlb.ie/blog/2021-03-covid-19_home-schooling_and_reclaiming_digital_rights
https://epi.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EPI-Policy-paper-Impact-of-Covid-19_docx.pdf
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MUMO PARENTS’ SURVEY 2021 

 

The MUMO parents’ questionnaire was drafted on Survey Monkey and then uploaded to 

MUMO Facebook and the Family Support Worker WhatsApp Groups. 

 

34 parents completed the Survey between mid-February and early March 2021. The majority 

gave their name and one person was randomly selected to receive a £10 voucher. 

Feedback is presented in this section, with questions asked shown in bold typeface. 

 

Which MUMO programmes have you or your children been involved with? 

Please tick all that apply 

 

MUMO programmes No. of Parents 

Walking Group 18 

Physical Activity Sessions  17 

Family Matters 16 

Self-care Sessions 8 

MUMO Advisory Parents 6 

One to one with Cathy or Donna 5 

The Tuesday Club 5 

Sewing Class 5 

MUMO Programmes at School  3 

Counselling (for my child or me) 3 

 

Which MUMO lockdown programmes have you or your children been involved with? 

Please tick all that apply 

 

MUMO lockdown programmes No. of Parents 

Baking activities online 19 

Exercise classes online 14 

Art and craft activities online 12 

Telephone calls with one of the MUMO team 12 

Family quiz 11 

Wellbeing webinar 11 

MUMO steps challenge 10 

Counselling through Relate NI  4 

Christmas gift bags 2 

Updates on school information 1 
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Which of the following helps you keep in touch with MUMO and other MUMO families 

during lockdown? Please tick all that apply 

 

Keeping in touch with MUMO and other MUMO 

families during lockdown 

No. of Parents 

Member of a MUMO WhatsApp group 30 

MUMO Facebook page 13 

Telephone calls with one of the MUMO team 12 

MUMO Instagram 2 

 

 

“I want to say thank you for including us in the [online] Art activities. We all take 

part and enjoy it as a family. It’s great for my daughter as she doesn’t realise 

she’s learning by doing science and maths during cookery, as well as learning 

social skills to take her turn to share, to listen, and to be proud of the outcome. 

Thanks again xx”. 

Text message from a MUMO Mum 

 

 

Please rate each of the following statements 

 

Statement Very 

True 

True Not 

Sure 

Untrue 

The lockdown MUMO activities have been fun 26 8 - - 

I have felt less isolated during lockdown because of 

MUMO 

25 7 2 - 

MUMO has helped me feel less stressed during 

lockdown 

24 7 3 - 

I feel more confident in myself because of support 

from MUMO 

23 7 4 - 

Relationships between my children and I have been 

easier during lockdown because MUMO has given us 

activities to do together   

 

22 

 

9 

 

2 

 

1 

MUMO has helped me feel less anxious during the 

pandemic 

22 11 1 - 

MUMO has helped me stay positive (or more positive 

than I might have been) during lockdown 

22 11 1 - 

MUMO has helped me feel more connected to the 

community during lockdown 

20 12 2 - 

MUMO has helped me keep up to date about Primary 

School news and information 

7 15 9 3 
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"This challenge has been so good during this Coronavirus lockdown. it has motivated 

me to go on walks everyday with my two children. I feel so good after each challenge, 

it makes my day go in well without feeling bored. I am still able to see and 

communicate with new people on Zoom, I feel more healthier and fit, I have actually 

lost weight while doing this challenge, it makes me sleep well and always puts a smile 

on my face when telling other people about it. I am looking forward to the next 

challenge, I love it and thank you" 

Mumo parent 

 

Please write up to three words or phrases to describe how you feel about lockdown 

This was an open question, but due to many similar responses the data have been 

presented as a table. 

 

How parents feel about lockdown No. of Parents 

Stressful / very stressful 8 

Anxious 7 

Alone / lonely / isolated  7 

Worried 6 

Fed up 4 

Sad 4 

Frustrated 3 

Tired / weary 3 

Never ending  2 

Lockdown is hard 2 

Thankful to be well 2 

Overwhelmed 2 

Optimistic 2 

Disconnected  2 

Safe 1 

Scared / scary 1 

Bored 1 

Restricted 1 

Essential 1 

More involved 1 

Annoyed 1 

Trapped 1 

Agitated 1 

Less energy 1 
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The following are longer comments given by parents in response to the question about how 

they felt during lockdown: 

• “Lockdown is affecting my children’s future, as they have been out of school so long. I 

fear they have missed out on vital learning time that cannot be gotten back” 

• “Lockdown is hard, but the walking group has helped so much” 

• “Never ending! Actually, it is not that bad as we didn't go out much before it's only 

stressful due to home schooling and worry about transferring to secondary school” 

• “Without all activities and phone call from them (MUMO) it would have been terrible” 

• “It will come to an end, stay positive “ 

• “I have felt very supported during lockdown” 

• “It is something that needs to be done and like everything this will pass” 

• “The MUMO people are the nicest you could meet 

 

Has your own emotional wellbeing been negatively impacted by the pandemic? 

 

 No. of parents 

Yes a lot 11 

Yes a little 23 

Not sure - 

Not at all - 

 

The recent Parent NI Report15 stated that 88% of parents (n=262) reported that the 

pandemic had affected their wellbeing. It is possible that the 100% of MUMO parents who 

reported that the pandemic has affected their emotional wellbeing is due to living in a 

disadvantaged, urban area.  

 

“"The training groups and challenges I've enjoyed a lot. They have given me 

a focus every day, while also helping me to increase my fitness and overall 

wellbeing. It has definitely lifted my mood on days and helped me to have a 

better night’s sleep, especially during this stressful time during lockdown". 

MUMO Parent 

 

Has your child/ren’s emotional wellbeing been negatively impacted by the pandemic? 

 

 No. of parents 

Yes a lot 8 

Yes a little 22 

Not sure 1 

Not at all 3 

 

                                                      
15 https://www.parentingni.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Emotional-Health-Wellbeing-Survey-Findings-1.pdf 

https://www.parentingni.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Emotional-Health-Wellbeing-Survey-Findings-1.pdf
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The Parent NI Report noted that parents felt that the pandemic was taking a heavy toll on 

their children’s emotional health and wellbeing too, with 47% stating it has affected them ‘a 

lot’, and 24% suggesting it affected them ‘a little’. The number of MUMO parents saying it 

affected their children ‘a lot’ is a lower percentage; but the percentage of MUMO parents 

saying children’s emotional wellbeing has been impacted to some extent is higher (at 78%) 

than the survey data (71%). 

 

Which of the following have caused your child/ren concern or negatively impacted 

their emotional health and wellbeing during the past eleven months? Please tick all 

that apply 

 

 No. of parents 

Social isolation 31 

Educational issues 30 

Fear or anxiety related about Covid-19 20 

Medical issues unrelated to Covid 4 

A family member or friend who has had Covid-19 4 

  

Four areas were clearly identified in the Parent NI Report as being the cause of most 

concern for parents during the pandemic in 2020. These, in order of greatest frequency, 

were: 

1. Social isolation 

2. Educational issues 

3. Fear / anxiety related to Covid-19 

4. Medical issues unrelated to Covid 

 

This correlates with the feedback from the MUMO parents.  

 

Are there any other ways in which Covid-19 has impacted negatively on your family? 

 

26 parents gave a response to this question. Some responses to this open question were 

similar or brief and have been presented as a table. Longer responses are given below the 

table. 

 

The negative impact of Covid-19 on families No. of parents 

Missing / unable to see loved ones – families and friends 13 

Financial 6 

Children unable to do what they usually did 4 

Reduced emotional wellbeing / stress 4 

Increased worries about vulnerable relatives 2 

Lack of appointments for medical issues 2 

Uncertainty and fear about the future 2 

I had Covid-19 and it frightened everyone at home 1 
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More fights in the house 1 

Isolation 1 

 

Additional ways in how Covid-19 and lockdown has negatively impacted on families are 

given below. Some comments provide an insight about how families have been feeling.  

• “My child has selective mutism which is a condition in which my child has a fear of 

speaking outside of his close family circle. Before the lockdown he always spoke to his 

grandparents, now the only people he speaks to are his mum, dad and sister; which is 

sad due to lack of contact with others. Also, at school my son had made small footsteps 

with support from school and outside agencies to help him speak; this has been set back 

and with selective mutism you have a small window in which to help the child. I feel the 

longer this goes on and the older my child is getting, the harder it’s going to be to get 

over his fear and anxiety condition. This is severely affected by the government closing 

the school and activities which my child loves, which in turn has made him more 

withdrawn from his peers and extended family”. 

• “Difficulty of not being able to keep in touch with people in person, celebrations and 

anniversaries have gone by without any get togethers”. 

• “My daughter says she feels like she is in jail because she is being kept away from 

everyone and everything she loves. She misses her friends and has lost interest in 

things she once enjoyed”. 

• “Things we can’t do, like going on holidays, meeting and being with external family; not 

feeling safe if falling sick to go to the doctor or hospital”. 

• “Not being bothered doing those extra jobs about the house”. 

• “Home schooling is okay, but unsure if you are covering enough leaves you feeling 

anxious that you are not covering everything”. 

 

Are there any ways in which Covid-19 has had a positive impact for your family? 

 

All parents gave a response to this question.; with 31 parents giving examples of something 

positive that has come from Covid-19. As above, some responses to this open question 

were similar or brief and have been presented as a table. Longer responses are given below 

the table. 

 

The Positive impact of Covid-19 on Families No. of Parents 

More family time / doing things together as a family 22 

Brought us closer together / more connected 12 

Take life one day at a time 5 

Learnt new skills 4 

More adventures and outside activities 2 

Additional ways in how Covid-19 and lockdown has positively impacted on families are given 

below. 

• “Take life one day at a time and be thankful for what you have”. 
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• “Spending more time with partner and children that I wouldn't have had before. Using 

community online groups to include fun activities into our day” 

• “Making us realise that when we can be together again, not to take it for granted and 

enjoy each other’s company more than ever”. 

• “Yes, it has given us more time together as a family and as hectic as it can be at times, 

it’s been great being together. We have also learned new skills and have taken up some 

healthy habits thanks to MUMO”. 

• “More vocal on ways we value and appreciate each other. Spending more time together 

on activities provided through MUMO (baking, cooking, exercise)”. 

 

Is there anything else you would like to say about MUMO and what being involved 

with MUMO means to you and your family? 

 

• “Thanks MUMO for being in touch with us over the lockdown to include us in a couple of 

groups it has really made a difference and given us more focus, thanks again for your 

help” 

• “It has been great” 

• “A great way to spend time together”  

• “MUMO has got me active, and I know I'm not alone” 

• “MUMO has been a brilliant help to us. The FSW has been incredibly personally to me 

and I can’t thank her enough” 

• “They are always there when me and my family need them, even when I’m having a bad 

day I can reach out and they are there to listen” 

• “Both myself and boys really enjoy MUMO. Again, it's quality time with my wee dudes. 

The activities offered are suitable for all the family and thoroughly enjoyed. Let's hope we 

are back to normal and see you all soon” 

• “Great way to stay connected” 

• “Thank you for offering such a service and never forgetting to reach out to the community 

to offer support and kindness” 

• “Thankyou. The kids have enjoyed the activities” 

• “MUMO helped you realise you were not on your own and lots of people were in the 

same situation and gave you positive ideas to do with your family indoors and outdoors 

to help keep them occupied” 

• “Thank you for your efforts to keep us busy and connected” 

• “MUMO has lifted my mood on regular basis being involved in walking group and doing 

Pilates classes. Much needed motivation to get up and get at it. Thanks so much” 

• “MUMO has given me a lot of confidence as I didn't have any at all, now I feel better 

about myself” 

• “MUMO has brought my family closer, given us an outlet to have fun and learn new 

things together. MUMO has given me more confidence in myself and more confidence in 

my parenting. I feel like I am a part of an amazing group of people who are so 

supportive, it’s like having a safety net in the big bad world. MUMO has done a lot for my 

family so being able to be part of MUMO means a great deal to us.” 
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• “The interactions on WhatsApp as well as the weekly pilates class have very much 

helped in reducing the isolation during lockdown” 

• “MUMO means a lot, and has definitely helped” 

• “MUMO has been there with different activities and ideas to help us to look forward to 

something., to take part in different things... They encourage you to try things... They 

have been there for support and for a small bunch of people they have been a beacon of 

light for some people on both sides of the community in the madness of a pandemic. We 

as a family are really happy and glad, that there is a MUMO and we are a part of it” 

• “As a family we feel very supported by MUMO through phone calls and texts. The FSW 

has always supported my son with referrals and chase up with Relate. We appreciate 

being thought of and included in a range or programmes and activities.” 

• “So very glad to be part of this group full of positive people!” 

• “MUMO helped my children with counselling session after their grandfather passed away 

as they were finding it to cope with the loss” 

• “It has been a real lifeline through Covid; thank you for MUMO. There has been so much 

to keep us occupied so many thanks to all involved” 

• “Having MUMO on the other end of phone was brilliant, we couldn’t have done it without 

them” 

• “Great staff moral and good with motivation and keeping us updated” 

• “I personally think MUMO has been brilliant bringing courses to zoom has had a great 

impact on people suffering from mental health issues and loneliness” 

• “Thanks to everyone for keeping us going” 

• “It’s been a lifeline, encouraging supporting, feeling that we belong to the community” 

• “MUMO are doing an excellent job and keeping both communities connected”  

• “I have really enjoyed the step challenge, it’s encouraged me to get out of the house” 

• “MUMO is great!” 
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MUMO ADVISORY PARENTS GROUP 

 

Context  

The MUMO Advisory Parents Group – MAP was established in 2019. Four of the members 

of MAP participated in a Zoom focus group with the external evaluator on the 1st December 

2020. They explained that they had been invited onto the MAP Group as MUMO “wanted 

people who participate in MUMO activities to be a part of a new group; and wanted our 

input”. 

 

MAP meetings 

“We get together every three months – and go over itineraries, ideas, activities and training 

courses that are relevant and of interest to families. Our views are giving a community 

response; and MUMO is very community orientated”. Another mum said “being part of MAP 

is very good for us, we feel very included and a part of everything that is going on”. One 

mother agreed with this, saying “my son has autism – which means he has behaviour and 

eating issues. At MUMO we get help from each other; and if others have the similar issues 

we can look at doing something through MUMO. MUMO has an Autism group that meets at 

Forthspring”. 

 

The women explained that they have crispy baps at the meetings, and “have our say, which 

means we can choose what we and other families, want to do rather than what we are 

given”. There have been some “fantastic new ideas, for example the sewing class – we 

know now how to make face masks, teddy bears, tote bags – and family members still use 

them”. They explained that many parents (themselves included) do not know what they are 

interested in and enjoy until they try new things out. “With MUMO you have the chance to be 

creative and do something different”. 

 

They also mentioned that the last MAP meeting took place on Zoom. “This was new to most 

of us then. Being able to do that helped us to be able to connect”. 

 

Pensioners lunches 

Most of the mums on the MAP group volunteer at the pensioners’ lunches which were 

established two years ago. “We all really love this and get a lot from it personally; we get to 

connect with older people and feel good about ourselves”. “Volunteering to do the 

pensioners’ lunches makes us feel we are giving back a bit. MUMO does so much for us”. 

The pensioners’ lunches have been another activity that had to stop because of the 

Coronavirus pandemic. “It’s been awful not to be doing this – the pensioners loved coming to 

have soup and sandwiches, and then play bingo. 
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Benefits of MUMO for children 

The focus group participants were asked what they think are the benefits of MUMO for their 

children and grandchildren. Their feedback is presented below: 

• Making new friends, who they enjoy seeing at MUMO 

• Connections and social engagement 

• The cross-community element – “it is lovely to bring the children to MUMO as it is all the 

community getting together”; “my wee girl thought a Protestant was a lesbian before 

going to MUMO” 

• Family Matters “the kids loved it. They would be delighted when it was Family Matters 

day. We all did so many different activities together” 

• Moving on to join the Youth Matters Club 

• Gaining confidence in themselves 

• The diversity of different cultures not just Catholics and Protestants, “so mixing with 

children and families from different backgrounds becomes normality for the children”; 

“learning about different cultures” 

• Spending quality time together as a family “it’s good to spend quality time with the kids at 

MUMO – all sat down together and do something together without the distractions of 

home ‘those who sit together, stay together’”. 

 

Impact of involvement with MUMO on education and school 

The women were asked whether they thought engaging with MUMO had any impact in 

terms of education and school. They unanimously said yes; and when prompted gave 

examples of the positive impact for their children and themselves. 

• MUMO helps with our children’s education 

• My children now come home and talk about what they are doing at school, which they 

didn’t do before 

• The way the kids are taught now is a different way of learning than we did; but through 

MUMO we have learnt how to better help our children; now I can understand, and I can 

give her a hand 

• Studying for the transfer test and the support I get from MUMO is great, and they can 

find the answer or put me in touch with someone. There is always someone there who 

can give you the help we need 

• MUMO is a lifeline for us as we can ask them questions about anything, and discuss 

anything; and we know that the kids will benefit 

• My oldest son won’t even come in the car to go the shop – but he couldn’t wait to go to 

MUMO. MUMO is his only social outlet apart from school, and he is loving it. His 

favourite time was Family Matters; I am really hoping we can get back soon. 
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Relationships with school 

The parents were unanimous in their views that MUMO has improved their personal 

relationships with their local primary school and the teachers. Examples to back this 

viewpoint up included: 

• My relationship with the primary school is much better. Knowing that if the MUMO FEW 

is in the school means that I know someone there. I used to find going into the school 

intimidating and I would get flustered and not be able to speak. Now I talk to FEW first 

and feel more confident about speaking with the teacher 

• I like MUMO being connected to the school 

• The MUMO team keep us involved with things that are going on in the school  

• I now feel able to join in with school activities and offer to help; never did before and no 

one asked me. 

 

MUMO and emotional wellbeing 

Emotional wellbeing is a major focus of the MUMO project. The focus group participants 

were asked to describe ways in which they feel that MUMO has supported their own and 

their family’s emotional wellbeing and mental health. The mums had many positive things to 

say about the counsellor; including: 

• The counsellor is lovely 

• She couldn’t be nicer 

• She has done so much for my daughter 

• The counsellor puts things across differently 

• She has time for you 

• The counsellor opens up everything for you 

 

Some of the focus group participants gave additional information about how the counselling 

has supported them and their family: 

• I had a car accident recently, and they found me a family counsellor – who has been 

fantastic 

• My child is just a different person, and loves the conversations with the counsellor 

• One phone-call makes such a difference 

• The counsellor has brought my daughter out of her shell 

• The kids open up to the counsellor, she listens to them. My wee girl wouldn’t talk to 

anyone – now she will sit and chinwag and come out feeling a million dollars 

• It’s the listening business 

• As a parent I had a few sessions with the counsellor and look forward to them 

• The counsellor gives strategies and has helped my daughter start to open up more. She 

tells me “if I feel angry, I go outside and burn the bad thoughts”, which was something 

she and the counsellor had talked about. My daughter has opened up and shared things 

with me (in my experience not many 16-year-olds do talk). 

The mums also noted that in addition to the direct counselling support, MUMO helps us all to 

be less anxious and thinks about our emotional wellbeing in many different ways. For 

example, “the Poems we did in the writing group was something so new and different – and 
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reading out loud. It showed us how we can all write, but also that writing can help you 

express yourself and your feelings”. Another mum said “I’m a lot more outgoing, confident 

and happier since I started at MUMO. I can cope more and am able to do a lot more with the 

children. Before MUMO I was struggling, I never left the house. MUMO has made such a 

difference to me. I get so much out of it”. 

 

The mums talked about how engagement with MUMO has improved emotional wellbeing for 

all the parents who participate in activities and programmes. Comments included: 

• MUMO is amazing for supporting us and helping us to help ourselves – I cannot sing 

their praises enough 

• I am 100% a different person 

• We all make new friendships – such craic, amazing banter – which makes you feel better 

about yourself 

• I rely on the new friends I have made at MUMO, and they can talk to me too 

• I am open about being able to message friends if I need help or feel down 

• MUMO is so important to everyone’s lives. 

 

MUMO during Covid 

The previous evaluation report (September 2020) included feedback from parents about the 

support offered by the MUMO team to families during the Coronavirus lockdowns in 2020. 

The MAP mums confirmed the positive input from MUMO throughout the pandemic; “they 

really helped” and “MUMO finds ways to get round the barriers and challenges”.  

 

Examples of the support families received from MUMO during lockdown included: 

• The challenges they set us, which we did together as a family, including arts and crafts 

and baking challenges 

• WhatsApp has kept us going through Covid – and we felt that everyone was in the same 

boat, which encouraged us to support each other  

• They involved us in things they were doing with their own families, as well as MUMO 

activities – for example Donna went out collecting tadpoles and we watched them grow 

into frogs  

• Went around and got us thank you packs – wee things like that make you feel that you 

are important to them 

• All the family loved the MUMO activities 

• Brightens up your day 

• They text us, and keep in touch 

• Community feeling through the connections that MUMO developed 

 

“My daughter is nine and was really suffering from the lack of going out during lockdown. 

She is less tech-minded than the boys. Over the summer she loved the MUMO packs and 

challenges, especially as they were for the family to do together. She got excited when the 

MUMO resources turned up, enjoyed the challenges, and then liked taking the pictures of 

what we had done and sending them in”.  
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What is the benefit of MAP for the MUMO project? 

Finally, the mums were asked to consider what are the benefits that MAP brings to the 

MUMO project. Their feedback is given below: 

• We’re giving our input, our ideas, our suggestions about what we want and need to do. 

• We can discuss joined up ideas about what kind of activities could be offered, so that 

MUMO gives the community what they want 

• Brings even more of a community input and feel to MUMO 

 

 



MUMO TRANSITION PROGRAMMES WITH P7 CLASSES 

 

Context 

When schools opened again for the first term of the new academic year, the MUMO project 

manager liaised with school principals to identify the best way forward. Principals were 

particularly concerned about the negative impact of almost six months out of school for 

children in P7 classes; especially when, until January 2021, the intention was that the 

transfer tests would still take place. Additionally, there were issues around the MUMO 

children’s’ support workers (CSW) linked to school bubbles, which were established in 

school’s response to the continued Coronavirus. Both Springfield and St. Clare’s Primary 

Schools placed year groups into bubbles; and also implemented staggered breaktimes for all 

years.  

 

It was therefore agreed that in the 2020 autumn term, the CSW would continue to work in 

the schools, but specifically with P7 children. This enabled the class bubbles to be 

maintained and provided the opportunity to for the CSWs to develop and deliver a range of 

activities, tailored to the different needs of small groups of P7 children. Programmes were 

interrupted occasionally, due to bubbles collapsing (due to someone in the class being in 

contact with or displaying Covid-19 symptoms). 

 

In mid-December 2020, the external evaluator facilitated three focus groups with P7 children 

at Springfield Primary School, and two focus groups with P7 children attending St. Clare’s 

Primary School. The school’s Covid-19 guidelines were followed at all times during the focus 

groups.  

 

This section provides an overview of the P7 programmes, feedback from CSWs and schools 

and highlights from the focus group discussions; in which all children engaged in a positive 

way. Both Springfield and St. Clare’s Primary Schools are commended for the behaviour of 

all participating children and thanked for the opportunity to hold these focus groups. 

 

MUMO P7 programmes 

 

Springfield Primary School P7 Programmes (one class) 

Programmes delivered with small groups of P7 girls in Springfield Primary School included: 

• Self-care – mental health and well being 

• Post-primary timetables 

• All about you (a talking and listening activity)  

• Positivity jars 

 

Friday Games and Social Groups (all P7 pupils, but in small groups) 

The CSW taught the children how to play the game Ticket to Ride, a turn taking, strategic 

thinking game.  
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Mini Numeracy Group  

The CSW focuses on the topics that the class are currently learning with the children who 

are struggling with numeracy. This allows the group to get extra support and time to help 

them complete their numeracy tasks, and ask questions within the small group.  

  

Lego Therapy 

Two P7 boys engage in lego therapy; topics have included a sorting activity and the 

introduction of the builder and supplier challenge.  

 

St Clare’s Primary School P7 Programmes (two classes) 

The CSW spends five days a week with one class, and then five days with the other, 

supporting a total of 42 children. Programmes are delivered with small groups, who have 

been split into those children taking the transfer test and those who are not. All children have 

engaged in: 

• Mindfulness                                  

• Emotional well-being                     

• Team building                                     

• Lego therapy                                      

• Walk a mile challenge          

           

Mindfulness in school can help reduce children’s and teacher’s stress levels and anxiety, 

strengthen attention and focus, support social and emotional growth, and better resolve the 

inevitable conflicts that arise. 

  

Emotional wellbeing: evidence shows that mental health and wellbeing programmes in 

schools can lead to significant improvements in children’s mental health, and social and 

emotional skills. Wellbeing provision in schools can also lead to reductions in classroom 

misbehaviour and bullying. 

 

Team building challenges the children to problem solve and execute working with others. 

Team building allows pupils to develop stronger relationships and trust among each other. 

Certain activities can be designed to improve communication and limit conflict in a group. 

 

Lego Therapy is used within schools mostly to help children with ASD autistic spectrum 

disorder for their social communication difficulties. Lego therapy is facilitated by a trained 

adult, although it is child led, to allow children a means of developing their social 

communication skills. This term lego therapy was also delivered with children not on the 

spectrum to give them much needed one-to-one time that they may not have received at 

home, “and has been great at building up confidence and self-esteem in a child”. 

  

Walk a mile challenge was an idea developed this term to get the children more exercise in 

a safe environment. Many children have not been getting enough exercise outside of school 

hours, due to a lot of restrictions on sports clubs after school’s clubs and the genuine fear 
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parents have of going out unless absolutely necessary, due to the pandemic. Physical 

exercise improves children’s health, but also improves academic achievement and prevents 

and combats childhood obesity. Pupils who are physically active tend to have better grades, 

school attendance cognitive performance, memory, classroom behaviour, and staying 

focused on a task.  “In order to motivate every child (as not all children are used to exercise 

or do not enjoy exercise) MUMO purchased pedometers for every pupil in P7. At the start of 

the session the children place the pedometers on their uniforms, and are then taken out into 

the school yard for thirty minutes once a week. They are given exercises and tasks to do, 

and participate in a game at the end of the session. Whoever gets the most steps at the end 

of each month in each class is rewarded with a gift voucher for the Decathlon store, which 

motivates all the P7 pupils to participate in the walk a mile challenge”. 

  

Springfield Primary School Focus Group Highlights 

 

Girl’s Transitioning Group 

Five P7 girls took part in the first focus group; all of whom are part of the Girl’s Transitioning 

Group. After introducing themselves, the girls were asked to describe the different activities 

that they have done with the MUMO CSW; after which the facilitator asked questions 

specific to each. Feedback is given below about the activities and the impact of the MUMO 

groups. 

 

Positivity jars 

The girls each decorated a glass jar, into which they put slips of paper on which they had 

written positive thoughts; these included: talking to someone (for example mummies or 

sisters), ‘love yourself’, songs they like to listen to, and singing. As one of the girls explained 

“the positivity jar is personal to yourself; and if you feel down or anxious you can open the jar 

and pull out one of your slips of paper, which reminds you that there are things to be positive 

about, or things you can do to feel happy”.  

 

Gingerbread man  

Using the gingerbread man (drawn on paper) the girls drew small pictures or wrote words to 

show what they like to do, what makes them happy, or what they are interested in. “The idea 

was that we can think of good things if we are feeling sad.” 

 

Feedback about the (structured) conversations with the CSW:  

Emotional wellbeing 

• We can talk about our feelings  

• She can make us feel better 

• She encourages us to be more positive in ourselves 

• She tells us we can talk to her – but we should also feel able to talk to our mummy, for 

friends or a teacher if we are in School at not at home. 
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Feedback about the (structured) conversations with the children’s support worker: 

Transitioning to post-primary school 

• She tells us not to get worried about moving School 

• She says that we will love it at our new School 

• She explained that sometimes you need to stand up for yourself  

• She supports the decisions we make 

• None of us here had a clue about what our next School will be like, but we can talk to 

[the CSW] about anything at all 

• She’s a nice person and funny 

• If you talk to someone nice, it’s easier to talk 

• She says that the teachers at the post-primary schools are nice (even if older friends say 

they are not) 

• She tells us if you’re nice you’ll be ok and won’t get in bad situations 

• She has her own dictionary; like weirdo = awesome [turning a negative into a positive]. 

 

Impact of participation in the P7 girls’ transition group 

• When we talk with [the CSW] I feel I can do it 

• She made the group for us, and says anything that’s said in this room, stays in this room 

• We all trust each other in the group 

• You are who you are – don’t listen to negativity 

• You can trust her – it’s a feeling you get that you can trust her 

• She listens to us (“no one listens better than she does”) 

• We were all really worried before – now we feel so much better 

• I was scared about making new friends, even if there is someone from this school going 

too, you could be in different classes. She says that for the first week you spend time 

getting to know each other, that everyone is feeling the same when they start. 

• I try to remember what she says about just be confident in yourself 

• When we talk about being worried about getting lost when we go from class to class at 

the new school or worried about going on the bus with other people she says ‘you’ll be 

fine’, and somehow that makes us all feel better 

• She encourages us, “like she will say ‘that’s a great idea’ – she agrees with you 

• She makes us all feel that there is nothing is weird about you 

• She encourages us to encourage other people 

• She has a sock monkey – and when you have it you can talk – this comforts us. 

 

Ticket to Ride group 

The group (five children) meets together on Fridays after lunch to play the board game 

Ticket to Ride. The children described this as: 

• A thinking game 

• It helps with our learning 

• You have to find different routes on the board to lay your trains to get from one place to 

another 

• It teaches you about strategy and thinking ahead 
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• There is only one winner 

• We play as a group on our own now because the CSW is teaching another group. 

 

The children were asked to describe how they feel when playing the game: 

• We are all doing AQE, this gets us a break from it and we have fun 

• We all enjoy the playing  

• We get time out 

• There are never any arguments over it - in the game there is nothing really to argue 

about 

• We are having fun and thinking at the same time 

• I like it so much that my family are getting it for Christmas. 

 

Literacy, numeracy and reading group 

There are two boys and one girl in this group, who came to the focus group. They were 

asked what they enjoy about it: 

• It’s like classwork but easier and a bit different 

• I don’t really understand stuff upstairs [in the classroom] but I do in this group 

• Having a small group helps 

• It’s easier to ask questions 

• She gives us things to do together 

• It’s given me more confidence   

• It definitely helps learning 

• She has more time for you as we are a much smaller group than in class 

• I like the way she teaches us – she is caring and funny 

• Doing this will help me at my next school 

• There’s no one rushing ahead – you can take your time and understand it more. 

 

Focus Groups with P7 pupils at St. Clare’s Primary School 

 

Feedback from the two focus groups, involving seven boys and five girls is presented 

together as both groups discussed the same topics.  

 

Teamwork / team building 

Teamwork activities have included dodgeball, (“the rule is hit below the shoulders”) ‘over 

your head and under your legs’ and ball tag. The children explained what teamwork means 

to them: 

• “We work together to get different tasks done” 

• “We have to work together, don’t split up or fight, or just go for your friends” 

• “We are in different groups each week, so you get to be with people you don’t usually 

hang around with, which is good”. 

• “Working as a team is good, so when you’re older you’ll be able to work with different 

people”. 
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• “The CSW chooses the teams, there are different teams each week, which is good 

because you have to work as a team with different people”. 

• “If you need help or are feeling sad, people in the team can help you”. 

• “We make new friends through working in teams”. 

 

Treasure hunts are another team building activity: 

• We are put into three or four teams 

• Each time we have to finding different things, such as farm animals, or balloons “when 

we did the balloons treasure hunt the balloons were different colours, and different 

colours were worth different points – the balloons were hidden all around outside” 

• We have to work together as a team 

• It gets harder as you go along. 

 

Peaceful /mMindfulness 

The children described the mindfulness activity as:  

• Slow colouring 

• Peaceful 

• Being calm and relaxed 

• Don’t have to rush around  

• Colouring-in calms you down, and helps you concentrate 

• The CSW brings in things to colour like bookmarks, word searches, or mazes,  

• It’s relaxing. 

 

Physical activity  

The children described the activities: 

• We run laps, and play games “he gives us the choice sometimes” 

• We play ball games 

• Jogging fast on the spot 

• Skipping 

• In the last five minutes we run about. 

 

The walk a mile challenge 

• We walk or run a mile 

• It’s half an hour every week – “and you wear your pedometer” 

• We do star jumps first to warm up and then walk or run. 

• At the end of every month the top 3 out of the P7 classes gets a prize – “the first in each 

class gets a voucher for a sports shop, and the second and third places get a MUMO 

water bottle” 

• We can see how many steps we have done 

• Most of us do 3000 to 5000 steps on the day – “someone in the class got 17000 steps in 

four weeks”. 
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Transition to post-primary school 

• “He talks with us about what school will be like and what school you want to go to”. 

• “The CSW talks about the transfer test and this gets us less worried about the test”. 

• “Working so hard for all of this and sometimes you feel like giving it all up; but talking 

with the CSW gives you more confidence about things”. 

 

Comments about Covid-19 

• “I think we are all a wee bit worried about it”. 

• “Doing things with the CSW is helpful because it makes us less worried about the Covid 

things” 

• “You can forget about it [Covid-19] for a bit”. 

• “Doing MUMO things makes us less anxious about Covid”. 

• “It’s been very helpful having him [the CSW] after all the Covid stuff”. 

• “He helps take our minds off this [Covid-19] and takes the stress away”. 

• “I still get a little bit worried and anxious about how it will be – will the class get shut 

down again because of Covid?”. 

 

Impact of the P7 programmes 

• “When we do exercise we get more numeracy done in class afterwards”. 

• “When he takes the transfer ones out of the class we have a chance to learn more”. 

• “Getting exercise is good for your body, good for your head, and makes you less 

worried”.  

• “It’s kind of all mindfulness and helps calm us down”. 

• ‘Some of us use the mindfulness ideas at home”. 

• “Because of what we have learnt with the CSW I spend less time playing video games at 

home, instead I go outside and get active” 

• “I do mindfulness at home, when I am colouring-in I feel calmer and good”. 

• “We can’t do PE in school [this term] because of Covid, but we are lucky as we can do 

games with the CSW instead”.  

• “Often the boys want to do football and the girls might want to do more running. He 

makes time for everyone and includes everyone’s opinions; and we can learn from that 

too”. 

• “It [the MUMO sessions] let’s go of stress” 

• “You loosen up and feel better”. 

 

Feelings about MUMO activities 

• Love it – fun  

• Getting outside and doing something is so good 

• It’s a break from the classroom 

• We all enjoy the MUMO sessions. 

 

The children talked about how they engage with the CSW: 
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• “He [the CSW] can relate to us; he knows how to have a joke without too much of a 

mess about. He knows when we need to be sensible and when we can have fun”. 

• “It’s nice of him to take time out of his schedule to work with us”. 

• “He helps us with numeracy if we put our hand up and need help”. 

• “He’s very unselfish”. 

• “He is humorous and funny”. 

• “He is kind and selfless”. 

• “Caring and sharing”. 

• “He’s very kind”.  

• “He makes us laugh”. 

• “If I was his boss I would employ him and think I was very lucky. And give him a 

promotion”.  

 

School feedback 

One of the P7 teachers at St. Clare’s Primary School said that this year there have been 

additional benefits for the pupils (and also himself), as during the autumn 2020 term the 

children would be “stuck in the classroom from 9am to 3pm each day”. The children’s 

support worker’s time with the children was a “positive release and distraction for the kids, 

they really enjoyed it”. As well as giving the P7 children strategies to help when they move to 

their next school, and time to ask questions and talk about what it might be like (thus 

reducing anxiety), the children also participated in outdoor physical activities. “There have 

been far fewer opportunities for PE this year. All the break times have been staggered to 

maintain class bubbles this term, the hall has been out of action as that is the area children 

go if they display Covid-19 symptoms, and the dinner hall takes four or five different sittings 

this term”. Understanding this context, demonstrates the added value of the MUMO 

interventions this year. 

 

The P7 teacher said that there have been some positives to education due to the 

Coronavirus. He said, “if anything the majority of the children appreciate schools more since 

they returned after lockdown [reference to the closure of schools from mid-March to the end 

of the summer holiday 2020]. They seem to love being in school more than before and are 

eating up education; it’s as if they value it more”. Furthermore, he added that “our parents 

also appreciate more what Schools and Teachers do for their children” 

 

The principal at Springfield Primary School reported “the focus that MUMO has placed on 

transition is very positive. We have received feedback from pupils and teachers that the P7s 

who have left Springfield Primary School and moved into Y8 at their post-primary school are 

so far ahead of others in their class in terms of settling in and working well in their new 

schools. The transition programme for P7 pupils blends in very well with the school; the 

children’s support worker does her work as part of everyday school life; it is very much a part 

of the ethos”. 
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Feedback from the children’s support workers about the P7 MUMO programmes 

One of the MUMO CSWs made similar comments to those of the P7 Teacher in relation to 

children appreciating school more since the first lockdown. “It seems that it takes something 

being taken away from you for you then to appreciate it. It was evident that the children not 

only missed the social side of school, but they also missed out on learning. They have said 

things to me such as ‘I want to remember what I am learning’; and they were anxious about 

how much they had forgotten during lockdown. I think that before lockdown education was 

so taken for granted; and the children seem to want to learn and to read; they are more 

motivated to learn this term. A lot of parents can see that education is important and 

valuable, and that teachers have a hard job”. 

 

The CSW at St. Clare’s Primary School said that he had to completely change the previous 

year’s focus, which had been on numeracy, literacy, and reading supports. “This term the 

MUMO P7 programme has all been based around mental health and emotional wellbeing. 

We included a lot of active elements, as we knew [from parents talking to the MUMO team] 

that parents have not been letting their kids out to play actively as they have been worried 

about their safety. The programmes have also linked to social skills, which also have an 

impact on emotional wellbeing”. 

 

The CSW stated that the children due to sit the transfer test [which has since been 

cancelled] were “under an awful lot of pressure. Mindfulness has been very good for them; it 

balances out the transfer test work and gives them some downtime”. The CSW also reported 

that there are learning gains from Covid-19. “it has taken Covid for me to realise what is 

important to the children; especially the mindfulness and the team building. For example, the 

boys frequently fall out when they play football; but the team building work we have done 

together shows them that it is better to work together, and that they can work better as a 

team – when they share, work together, and delegate”.  

 

Similarly, the CSW at Springfield Primary School said “The first two groups to engage in 

Ticket Ride were children studying for their Transfer Test; I picked them to play first to give 

them a wee break from all their hard work, and any associated anxiety. The children are 

really enjoying Ticket to Ride [the board game]. I was lucky enough to get a second game, I 

was able to have two groups of five in the hall at the same time, as the first group could play 

without me [having learnt the rules and strategies the previous week].  

 

Here is a video of St. Clare’s children taking part in the walking challenge: 

https://www.facebook.com/100011998500397/videos/pcb.1047124242364183/10471228390

30990/ 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/100011998500397/videos/pcb.1047124242364183/1047122839030990/
https://www.facebook.com/100011998500397/videos/pcb.1047124242364183/1047122839030990/
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LIAISON WITH FAMILY SUPPORT HUBS 

 

The MUMO family engagement workers and the project manager have maintained regular 

contact with the Greater Falls and Greater Shankill Family Support Hubs throughout the five 

years; including regular attendance at meetings and ongoing telephone and email contact.  

 

“In addition to making referrals to MUMO, the Family Support Hub coordinator 

always emails the latest news from all the services. Besides attending the 

meetings, I ring and email the coordinator if I have queries about how a family 

can access help for specific things, for example technology supports for a 

family who were struggling with their children’s homework, referral to a 

community organisation for specialist autism support and play therapy, and 

MUMO was allocated seven of the Christmas hampers for families in need”. 

Family engagement worker 

 

MUMO has received over thirty referrals from the Family Support Hubs; the coordinators 

from Greater Falls and Greater Shankill Family Support Hubs were included in the 

consultation. The coordinators agreed that they have had regular communication from the 

outset, including MUMO staff engaging in monthly meetings, MUMO programme updates 

and upcoming events.  

 

The FSH coordinators were asked to give a couple of examples of the issues that families 

referred to MUMO were experiencing. These included: 

• Mental health issues, emotional stress and anxiety 

• Unsettled school routine 

• Child awaiting assessment for additional needs  

• Children presenting with challenging behaviour 

• Families requiring support  

• Families requiring counselling 

• Families with children with additional needs 

• Ethnic minority families  

• Financial strains and poverty 

• Socially isolated in the community. 

 

MUMO is an amazing and much needed programme to have, both from a 

Northern Ireland context but also from the generic everyday need that is 

seen, and ever increasing, in the community. I am delighted that future 

funding is available so that families and schools who engage with this project 

can continue to work together and strive to reach their full potential”. 

Family Support Hub coordinator 
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In order to provide a person-centred approach and offer choice of services to families, 

Family Support Hubs source a variety of community and voluntary organisations with a 

family support ethos who can provide support in different ways. The FSH coordinators said 

that those families referred to MUMO greatly benefited from the supports and activities 

MUMO delivered. “We have received very positive feedback and MUMO is a great asset to 

have within the school setting”. The FSH coordinators strongly believe that being able to 

make referrals to MUMO has been beneficial to the Hubs. “Referrals to MUMO allow families 

the opportunity to engage with support services within an environment they already know 

and an environment familiar to their children. 

 

“MUMO offers a great range of supports and programmes to families with a 

community relations ethos which is quite a diverse way of working. As MUMO 

has a strong link to local schools as well as communities, they are well placed 

to provide a seamless family support service to families in the statutory and 

community settings. Being involved with MUMO has supported the ongoing 

development of the relationship with the schools they represent and as 

schools themselves do not sit on the hubs MUMO can also represent the 

network and advise the schools they work with, of services available within 

the community”. 

Family Support Hub coordinator 
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FEEDBACK FROM THE MUMO TEAM 

 

Two meetings took place in 2021 with the MUMO team on Zoom with the external evaluator. 

Highlights of the discussions are presented in this section. 

 

Delivering activities and programmes in schools during lockdown 

• In Springfield Primary School the second lockdown was easier, I feel like I am doing 

something. I am working with a lot more children and I am in school. They are all in one 

big bubble, and I am able to work with the children who need most supports. 

• No part of lockdown is easy or easier; it is just more familiar and we need to be offering 

support to more children and parents 

• Second time around there is a better understanding of how schools are operating with 60 

to 70 keyworker children and vulnerable children attending St. Clare’s Primary School 

each day. I work with one bubble of children, ranging from P1 to P7 bubbles. There is 

very little learning - we are literally taking children in school so parents can work or to 

give respite. They all have different abilities, so we keep them in class or go out to play; 

plus do some online learning with the children are at home.  

 

Delivering activities and programmes with families during lockdown 

In some ways it has harder during the second lockdown. It prolonged everything, and the full 

impact that people realised it won’t be over quickly was difficult for families, resulting in 

greater stress, less hope, people saying ‘when will this be over?’ ‘when is the end to this’; 

and learning how to manage it. For example, the father of one of my parents has had Covid 

twice; just as bad both times. He was not hospitalised either time, but it was very worrying 

for the family.   

 

Lockdown two activities 

Families collect resources, or resources are delivered to support a lot of the activities; most 

activities come with instructions or an on-line video. This works well as sending instructions 

or videos means families can do in their own time and there is no pressure to complete it at 

a certain time. Parents are spending so much time juggling at the moment; and also, many 

families only have one digital device, or limited Wifi. Families share photographs showing 

what they have done, which really helps to maintain community connectedness. 

 

Programmes from January to March 2021 included: 

• A new healthy eating programme 

• Participants made worry dolls 

• Baking 

• Pancakes on Pancake Tuesday 

• Yoga 

• Zoom quizzes at 4 o’clock when school work is done with parents and children 

• Storytelling workshop 
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In addition, families continued with online pilates, zumba and the steps challenge – a 

voucher was given for each six days and agreed number of steps completed.  

 

During the monitoring period, MUMO worked in partnership wither several groups including: 

1. ArtsEkta: MUMO delivered a project – You, Me and Tea in partnership with ArtsEkta. 

This involved: 

➢ A foraging walk in Botanic Gardens 

➢ Soy candle making 

➢ Lino prints 

➢ A local history workshop which will feed into a play to be performed in 

EastSide Arts 

This has been a very creative partnership and participants are looking forward to more 

workshops over coming months (hopefully face to face). 

 

 

2. MUMO linked with Sustrans for 28 days. Participants set themselves a challenge 

which might be meditating, eating a healthy breakfast, yoga, pilates, drinking more 

water, or mindfulness; aiming to make a positive change in lifestyle within 28 days. 

Sustrans takes place through a WhatsApp group. Families were awarded prizes, for 

example one received a voucher for a supermarket and another one received fresh 

fruit. Prizes are given for things like responses to ‘what has inspired you?’; and one 

mum received a prize for the funny photograph of her healthy breakfast.  

 

3. Community Sport Network (CSN): this organisation is a long-term partner of MUMO. 

MUMO identified families to take part in a healthy eating challenge and CSN 
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contacted the participants, delivered ingredients and recipes and participants cooked 

beautiful meals and posted photographs. 

 

 

 

  

4. Education Matters: MUMO delivered two programmes with Education Matters this 

monitoring period. Both were focused on Five Steps to Wellbeing and were 

accredited by the Open College Network at levels one and two. The first was 

delivered before lockdown and the second during the second lockdown with a focus 

on mental health issues arising from the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns.  

 

Counselling 

The counselling supports offered by Relate ni have deepened and their engagement with 

families has been very responsive during both lockdowns. They also provided a helpline 

over the summer, which was taken up by a number of people. This year has seen three 

wellbeing seminars facilitated by the school counsellor. The other achievement has been the 

increasing involvement with children and parents due to referrals from Springfield Primary 

School staff, who have become much more open to promoting the counselling supports to 

families. 
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PARENT IMPACT STORY: ONE 

 

“This mum has four children, the oldest just started post-primary school and 

the youngest hasn’t started nursery school yet. She is always willing to 

participate in any activities we have to offer and always surprises us with her 

many skills and talents and has completed various workshops including: 

sewing, mental health, and bereavement; and went on to do the Cook It! 

certified OCN training through MUMO. She volunteers as part of the 

pensioners’ luncheon club; and attends family matters and family daytrips. 

She has been a great advocate for MUMO and has sign posted other 

parents to us”. 

MUMO family engagement worker 

 

I first became involved with MUMO about two years ago – heard about it from my mummy. I 

would not have gone if I hadn’t gone with her; but I would now go at any time. I’ve told 

everyone I see about MUMO because I have got so much out of it  

 

I used to be on anti-depressants; but I realise now it was anxiety that was the problem, 

rather than depression. Before MUMO I would never have spoken to you, I wouldn’t have 

answered an ‘unknown number’; I would have stood still, shaking, and felt so anxious. 

Before I started going to MUMO I wouldn’t open my blinds, I hid when I was in the shops if I 

saw someone I knew as I didn’t want to talk to them. I had so much anxiety; if someone 

came to the door, I could have a panic attack and not answer. 

 

I went on the wellbeing course at MUMO, which taught me the steps: get out, get active, 

meet friends. It made so much sense, and by the end of it I could see where I had been and 

where I am now. The difference in me is unreal; and I would tell other people that I am living 

proof that this works. I can open the blinds now without feeling at all anxious and answer the 

door. I was worried that I would pass on my anxiety and reactions to the children, they would 

say things like ‘ooh, mummy, there is someone at the door’, but I couldn’t help myself. I had 

a wee folder when I wrote things down, and now I show this to people at MUMO, explaining 

how I feel; I have the confidence to share. People are so genuine with me, and so 

encouraging and supportive. The fact you know the help is there makes a big difference. 

Even when you don’t need them. 

 

MUMO is beneficial for the children – I’m lucky that I don’t need that much help with school 

education focused things; but we get more information from MUMO than we do from the 

school. Since I’ve been to MUMO my kids are in a much better position. I can phone the 

school and make an appointment to see the teacher; I can go to the shops and get 

something; I attend appointments with the doctor. I can do all these things on my own now 

and the kids’ life is a million times better. The kids love everything they do when they go to 

MUMO. Two of them went on MUMO Summer Scheme, and because of MUMO I knew 
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about Springers, which the youngest can go to now. But they have got their mummy back 

which is the most important thing.  

 

I’m in a mixed marriage; I love the fact that Forthspring is all about cross-community. 

Everyone – whatever religion or race - is treated the same. It’s somewhere close that my 

kids feel safe and I know they will be treated well. When you go to MUMO you make real 

friendships and connections with people from a different background. It doesn’t matter at all. 

I wasn’t at MUMO one week and the next week I found that the girls had nominated me to 

do a video interview. I sat in front of the camera and did a full-length video that was 

recorded. I wouldn’t even usually let someone take a picture of me. This was with a French 

couple who were doing a documentary about catholics and protestants, and they interviewed 

people from both sides of the peace wall. And we were saying if you’re from here you always 

know where that wall is – even if it’s invisible. You think oh I can’t do this or say that – you 

just know that a street is not our side. But MUMO helps everyone move on from that. 

 

My son started his first year at Post-Primary School this year. We were worried about him 

starting a new school, as he is very blunt (due to autism) stating facts as he sees them; and 

he makes hand gestures and noises. We were worried about the transition, MUMO has run 

transition classes and behaviour management classes. We practised the tips they gave us at 

home – and we are thrilled with the difference this has made. He also has a very fantastic 

classroom assistant at school which helps too. The input from MUMO made a real 

difference, and he is doing so well in his tests and schoolwork. 

 

My wee girl is in P6, doing transfer test practice. MUMO is on the ball and tells us useful 

information, like the Belfast Telegraph is giving out free Transfer Test practice sheets. I 

would never have known about this; and my daughter wants to practise and has plans for 

what she wants to do if she does well at school. This is something else that MUMO has 

encouraged her about, to think positively and want to do her best. 

 

The lockdown was a challenge but MUMO helped all of us. I’m not a very imaginative person 

– in my head I think I want to be, but I don’t know how to play pretend and use my 

imagination.  We had all the kids in the house for almost six months, and they couldn’t really 

go out to play. But MUMO gave us the cooking and art activities to do. I think I need 

structured activities, and MUMO shows us what to do, give us instructions, had wee videos 

to help, and set a deadline. I loved the structure this gave to activities. The other day one of 

the girls made wee buns on her own and decorated them with a piping bag. They were 

beautiful; in the past I would never have let her do that, and she wouldn’t have done it. But 

now she has the confidence to do this and feels so great afterwards.  

 

The tadpoles were brilliant – it wasn’t a planned MUMO activity but something one of the 

FEWs was doing with her own kids, and she mentioned it and we were so interested – so 

she brought us some tadpoles, which turned into frogs. The children want to do everything 

MUMO ever gives us; they love everything about MUMO.  
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With MUMO we do new things we would never even have thought about, like the needle 

felting class, which was amazing. You get wee taster classes and find out things we like to 

do. MUMO started the sewing class, and mummy and I bought a sewing machine; a sewing 

machine is a big expense if you got it on a whim, but we knew we were enjoying it and would 

use it more. We’ve been making bears and masks. We did the masks at MUMO I have 

made masks for so many people; like a Liverpool mask for someone who supports 

Liverpool. I made my wee girl a t-shirt – and it actually went on like a t-shirt. I put a photo on 

the MUMO WhatsApp group and the affirmation from everyone was fantastic. I felt so good 

and thought ‘I really can do it’. Then my granny died, and I am making things for all of the 

family out of her clothes – like real memories. I’ve got my name down for a sewing course 

now so I can go further. I’m a visual learner and need someone to physically show me 

something when I am stuck. When you do something, and it’s finished you think ‘I did this all 

on my own and it is finished and brilliant’.  

 

Everyone shares on WhatsApp, which is amazing, especially during lockdown. Like one of 

the mums makes buns a lot and puts photos up; she is buzzing when everyone is 

congratulating her on what she has done. It’s a proper family feeling. I couldn’t sing the 

praises of MUMO enough. I nominated them for the Pride of Britain awards – they went 

above and beyond with activities and contact to keep our spirits up during lockdown. 
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PARENT IMPACT STORY: TWO 

 

“This mother has two children, one in primary and one at post-primary 

school. She has been involved in the MUMO project for a few years now. 

She attends fitness classes weekly, looking after her emotional wellbeing; 

and has attended various workshops around cancer awareness, mental 

health and emotional wellbeing; and attends our ‘give it a go’ days, family 

sessions and family excursions”. She is a great advocate of the project, 

inviting and encouraging other parents at Springfield Primary School to get 

involved”. 

MUMO family engagement workers 

 

MUMO is to do with children and parents attending Springfield and St. Clare’s Primary 

Schools. I learnt about MUMO because at the primary school they have a See-Saw app that 

keeps you in contact with the School. The first thing I did was I went along to one of the 

‘pamper days’. Since them I got friendly with people, and I feel I’ve progressed in myself. 

MUMO advertised some of their classes on, the School See-Saw app, and I decided to go 

along to the legs, bums and tums exercise class, which I still go to as it is great. The trainer 

is very good, and for just £1 for the hour it is excellent, and a great way to help you keep fit. 

 

I enjoy going to the emotional wellbeing classes, and the workshops on mental health. The 

mental health classes make you think of things you’ve never thought about. The facilitator 

helped us think outside the box. You can’t do things if you think your glass is empty. I’ve 

been involved in some of the family activities, like the trip to Lady Dixon Park, which we 

enjoyed doing together.  

 

Because of MUMO we have also been on the bus trips to Newry, with parents and relations 

of pupils from St Clare’s; and we went down to the St. Clare’s Christmas Fair last year 

(2019). I would never have thought of doing something linked with St. Clare’s Primary 

School before MUMO.  I also went with other parents to Corrymeela in Ballycastle overnight. 

It was a real eye opener, and a bit heavy at times, but it was good. We were talking about 

the troubles and things that happened years ago, and there were discussions about 

Protestants and Catholics. It was a great opportunity. 

 

The family engagement workers are amazing – they keep me in the loop; and as I have got 

to know them, they know the kind of things I am interested in. It’s also good that the 

manager comes to the classes with us sometimes. I like the things that MUMO offers; and 

the way the staff know what families want and need. I’m lucky and I get what I want from 

MUMO; and I’ve told other mums that MUMO is worth doing and to make the time to go 

along. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNT 

 

The external evaluator and the MUMO team spent some time discussing the MUMO 

achievements and lessons learnt.  

 

Achievements 

• Longevity has been advantageous 

• Over five years, MUMO has developed and changed a lot; ongoing review has been very 

beneficial  

• We have got better at what we do 

• MUMO has a genuine insight into the needs to be met in schools and communities 

• Positive relationships between MUMO, schools and families 

• Good relationship between the two schools 

• Growth of relationship with Springfield, the pastoral care group is now up and running 

involving MUMO and school. Heather, Donna, Steven (principal), SENCO, child 

protection attend and there are plans to invite Relate ni 

• Both schools totally appreciate and embrace MUMO – awareness by both of the support 

MUMO offers and the impact for children and parents 

• Both principals who came in new to the schools during the project have been a great 

influence in bonding with MUMO and in strengthening the relationship between the two 

schools 

• Pastoral care meetings have very much respected the role of the family engagement 

workers and what they can do to help. Establishing the pastoral care group at Springfield 

Primary School was a great achievement. 

• People come as a parent, most know where they are going wrong, they just need to 

know how to improve parenting skills  

• Innovation and creativity in delivering the programmes 

• Participant led - MAP has had a positive impact; and families have embraced it 

• MUMO has identified people who have fallen through the net; it is needed more than 

ever during the current climate. 

 

“After we had this conversation, I was at a CES focus group and they were 

asking what went well with MUMO. I said that one thing that had really 

worked well was that we never solely associated ourselves with parents that 

were experiencing difficulties. Our ability to offer such a variety of activities 

alongside individual support meant that we were not linked to stigma or 

seen as people to be avoided. It also meant that having a great mixture of 

parenting styles was beneficial for all of the parents”. 

Family engagement worker   
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Lessons learnt 

• Need for more hours – built into the new project 

• Got better at bringing other people on board, partnership and collaborative work. 

• It’s beneficial to parents when we can open more doors, help them make more 

connections, reduce over-dependence, and give them the confidence to engage with 

other organisations, not just MUMO; this approach is also beneficial to the budget 

• Making solid connections throughout the community, in addition to the schools 

• Everyone gains from that 

• Consistency of the team (except manager), staff have all been in place from day one, 

plus the Relate ni counsellor and evaluator. Good solid relationships built, across the 

team 

• Good relationships with the school 

• Participant led – MAP. Responsive to need 

• Well-funded and well resourced; long-term projects work 

• Relationship with Relate ni has become much stronger and growing relationships with 

the Relate ni team are beneficial to everyone 

• The way the schools use the CSWs as delivering MUMO programmes (they are not 

classroom assistants). Schools want CSW feedback, and strategic engagement – they 

are more belonging to the school internal team. Able to advocate for best needs for the 

children; for example, who would benefit from one-to-one or two-to-one. 

• The two schools were in different starting places with different needs, MUMO learnt to 

adapt to the differences and similarities 

• CSWs need a dedicated space in each school. It is frustrating not having a permanent 

space for MUMO and resources in St. Clare’s Primary School. The school is aware that 

there is a further three years funding; this is a recurring conversation with St. Claire’s in 

terms of space. Not helped by pandemic, as spaces had to be reconfigured. Even when 

CSW makes a space out of nothing, chairs/tables get taken. CSWs are in schools for five 

days a week, throughout the school year 

• In Springfield the CSW has a cupboard for storage space. In terms of a space to work, 

she is in between rooms on a Monday, but on other days uses the library.  

• Develop SLAs with each school – setting out what is needed from schools and 

expectations. Hours have increased with the new project and staff need a safe space.  

• Priority that all the teachers in both schools know what MUMO does. There are still some 

classes and teachers at St. Claire’s, which is a big school, who are not aware of the role 

of MUMO. 

• Importance of the role of the voluntary and community sector in lockdown. 

 

 

 


